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How a mechanism to aid free
circulation distorted EU market
Richard Allen, co-founder of Retailers Against VAT Avoidance Schemes (RAVAS) and former head of Delerium Records,
looks at how Low Value Consignment Relief (LVCR) has undermined the single market.
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VCR is an EU import VAT exemption, the origins of which
reach back to an era when VAT was collected on imports by
customs officials at the border of each EU member state. The
relief exempts imported consignments of from VAT if they fall
below a value threshold of €10 – €22 ($12 – $27) set by member
states. LVCR can be applied to the overwhelming majority of
imports whether they are mail order consignments, merchandise
carried in baggage or commercial consignments not for sale, for
example spare parts, artwork, films and manufacturing parts.
LVCR has, since the explosion in internet mail order, become a
vehicle for a sophisticated VAT avoidance strategy known as offshore fulfilment. This strategy transfers the fiscal advantage gained
through the action of an import VAT exemption to the advertised
retail price of goods which have been exported to a non-EU location so they can be sold as mail order imports back into the EU. As
stated by both the EU Commission and the UK government, the
use of LVCR for this purpose has allowed VAT-free retail within
the EU on an industrial scale “a purpose for which it was never
intended”.
The abuse of LVCR as a method of gaining a competitive
advantage within the EU is not only against its intended purpose
but in the case of the Channel Islands led to an unrestrained breach
of fiscal neutrality that distorted the free circulation of goods within the single market, thereby stifling competition. Evidence of this
is the fact that major retailers like HMV were compelled to relocate
outside of the single market to retail goods on a level playing field
to customers within the single market. Such was the magnitude of
the market distortion that VAT had to be avoided for HMV to be
able to continue to compete within the EU.

Order splitting and circular shipping
Two key practices are used to facilitate the abuse of LVCR: order
splitting and ‘circular shipping. Circular shipping is the deliberate

exportation of goods to a location outside of the EU purely for the
purpose of re-importation into the EU to gain a tax advantage – in
this case through the application of LVCR on re-importation.
Although a customer eventually imports the item back into the
EU, rather than the retailer who exported it, the removal of EU
goods to a location outside the EU to facilitate that outcome
remains the clear intent of the arrangement.
Order Splitting involves breaking down single high-value customer orders – comprising multiple items – into smaller, low value
orders comprising single items to gain the maximum advantage of
LVCR by claiming it on each individual item that falls below the
LVCR threshold. If all the components of a high value order are
consigned together in one package then the value of the package
would be above the value threshold and it would not qualify for the
VAT exemption. When the package is broken down into individual
consignments each part of the order qualifies for the exemption.
Some retailers have claimed they send items individually not to
avoid VAT and do so for other reasons. Given that there is a significant extra cost involved in sending items individually and the fact
that only those utilising LVCR do so, such explanations are questionable.
There are other abuses involving breaches of international
postal regulations and the use of bonded warehouses from which
goods are claiming LVCR, but whatever the methods the unifying
intent is the disapplication of VAT on goods that, if it were not for
the arrangements, would be VAT-able. When these methods are
combined with sophisticated logistics and offshore company structures, retailers gain the ability to obtain stock as and when required
from EU distributors, pre-sell items before they are made available
to the EU market and most importantly factor the VAT saving into
the price of each individual stock item. The high cost of running
an offshore fulfilment hub and maintaining the complex logistics
means that retailers must obtain sufficient economies of scale to
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ensure that the trading advantage gained from the tax arbitrage
(the cost of the logistical arrangements vs. the VAT saving) can be
achieved. This means that high volumes of products suitable for
sale within the EU and with secure and efficient lines of supply
need to be sourced. This is only possible by working with EU distributors.
At the Judicial Review examining the UK’s removal of Channel
Islands mail order goods from LVCR in March , Lord Justice
Mitting made comments on the abuse of LVCR. He stated that circular shipping (round tripping) was “clearly an abusive practice”
adding “It is unnecessary for me to determine the extent to which
it continues, if at all”. He then contradicted that comment in paragraph 62 by going on to determine the extent of the practice, stating that he was “not satisfied that, round tripping apart” there was
“avoidance or abuse”.
Likewise Justice Mitting made contradictory comments in relation to order splitting stating that Channel Island retailers “had not
as in Direct Cosmetics Ltd and Laughtons Ltd v the Commission
(Case C-138/86) conducted what is objectively a single economic
activity in a manner which breaks it down artificially into a series of
smaller transactions, so as to take illegitimate advantage of a fiscal
opportunity” even though that is an exact description of what
Channel Island retailers were doing.
Justice Mitting went on to outline his view that Channel Island
retailers were “doing nothing beyond accepting orders from customers and supplying them, in the ordinary course of their trade”
because the “fiscal advantage afforded by LVCR” gave them an
“economic incentive to conduct that trade from the Channel
Islands”. He concluded that the Channel Islands mail order industry was not abusive on what appears to be an assumption that abusive practices were the exception rather than the rule.
Yet this simplified assessment of what was taking place cannot be
true. Not only was it a matter of fact that circular shipping and order
splitting were used by all retailers to artificially transfer the VAT
advantage to their goods but LVCR could not in any case be used as
a “fiscal opportunity” or an “economic incentive” to sell CDs and
many other goods, “in the ordinary course” of trade if it was not
abused. For LVCR to operate as a so called “economic incentive”
both circular shipping and order splitting are prerequisites.

Breach of legislation
The general concept of an import VAT exemption was introduced
by Article 14 (1) of the Sixth Directive in May 1977. Even at this
very early conceptual stage VAT exemptions had to be applied in a
manner that prevented any “possible evasion avoidance or abuse”.
The recitals to the Sixth Directive give a clear insight into the spirit and purpose of import VAT exemptions including LVCR. Recital
3 underlines the importance of progress towards “the effective
removal of restrictions on the movement of.....goods” whereas
recital 4 states that one of the objectives of the Sixth Directive was
to abolish “the imposition of tax on the importation and the remission of tax on exportation in trade between Member States” and
that VAT should operate in a way that ensures that it is “non-discriminatory as regards the origin of goods and services, so that a
common market permitting fair competition and resembling a real
internal market may ultimately be achieved”. Likewise Article 14 .1
(d) of the Sixth Directive made it clear that import VAT exemptions would be granted to member states only on the proviso that

they should not to be applied if “liable to have a serious effect on
the conditions of competition on the home market”.
In 1983, in order to define the scope of import VAT exemptions
introduced by Article 14.1 (d), the Import VAT Exemptions
Directive (council directive 83/181 EEC) came into force. The directive granted member states the right to apply LVCR on imports.
Fiscal neutrality is a thread that runs through the EU treaties to
prevent any barriers to the free movement of goods resulting from
distortions of competition caused by differing tax rates on
equal/similar competing products. While LVCR creates a
restrained relaxation of the principle of fiscal neutrality, deliberately using LVCR to sell EU sourced goods VAT free in the EU not
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LVCR is a pre-single market piece of
legislation that has failed to keep up
with the single market

only breaches the underlying principles of VAT Exemptions but
results in differing VAT treatments on equal/similar competing
products.
It has been suggested for many years, that LVCR is intended to
grant member states the right to reduce tax collection costs where
the amount of VAT due is less than the cost of collecting it on each
individual packet. While it is true that a consequence of LVCR is a
removal of the need to collect VAT the assertion that this is the
intention of the exemption is not supported by the directives which
make no mention of reducing costs in the collection of VAT.
Import Duty Reliefs which are governed by Council Regulation
(EEC) No 918/83 and 3357/91 do make mention of an intention
to provide “administrative simplification“but as was made clear by
the advocate General in the much referenced Har Vaessen Douane
Service BV v Staatssecretaris van Financien case: “the ratio between
the customs duties to be collected in principle and the associated
administrative expenditure is irrelevant”. Administrative simplification is a reduction in the complexity of procedures and in Har
Vaessen this related to the number of import entries not fiscal efficiency in the collection of duty. Furthermore other than a similarity in the maximum value thresholds at which Import VAT and
Duty Reliefs are applicable there is no connection between Import
Duty Reliefs and Import VAT Exemptions at all. Duty is a consumption tax whereas VAT is a tax on supplies. Member States are
not obligated by Duty Relief regulations to prevent evasion avoidance or abuse through import duty because duty relief unlike VAT
is not charged at every stage of the supply chain and is not subject
to the principle of fiscal neutrality.
Even if it could be argued that the LVCR exemption theoretically
provides a fiscal advantage for member states, in reality when LVCR
is abused it is neither simplifying administration nor providing any
cost benefit. The abuse of LVCR increases the number of packages
entering the EU since items that would have been despatched together in free circulation within the EU, with no impact on customs
resources, are now being sent individually back into the EU as
imports, having been deliberately exported for such a purpose.
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Additionally goods that would have attracted VAT within the EU are now being sold
free of VAT from an offshore location,
resulting in significant VAT revenue losses.
Furthermore, reductions in tax revenues due
to the failure of EU businesses unable to
compete with non-tax paying retailers who
are abusing LVCR together with the
inevitable loss of employment and increased
unemployment benefits results in additional
negative impacts. The abuse of LVCR and
the avoidance of VAT have nothing but a
detrimental effect on both tax revenue and
customs administration.

Customs borders
In 1983 customs borders existed between all
EU member states Import VAT was charged Circular shipping, along with order splitting, allows companies to exploit a European VAT loophole
on all goods as they crossed borders between
The only explanation for this seeming contradiction that is consismember states and so the introduction of import VAT exemptions
including LVCR can be seen as part of an overall pre-single market tent with the spirit and purpose of LVCR, is that the mail order
progression towards the removal of “restrictions on the movement of exemption is intended to combat mail order trade that is utilising the
goods”’ between member states and the introduction of a free circula- exemption as a method of avoiding VAT. The removal of mail order
tion of goods within the EU. The purpose of the LVCR exemption goods from LVCR promotes “fair competition” by combating abuse
can be therefore be seen as a restrained relaxation of the principle of that would have a “serious effect on the conditions of competition on
fiscal neutrality in the collection of import VAT on goods of negligi- the home market”.
ble value to assist the free circulation of goods, fair competition withLVCR removal
in the EU and the development of a single market.
The 1983 directive also reiterated that VAT exemptions should Since 1992, with the removal of internal EU customs borders, the
not be abused and used for tax avoidance and tax evasion and that mail order exemption’s primary purpose has been the prevention of
they should be applied by EU member states in a way that was “not the abuse of LVCR from a third country. This is confirmed by the
liable to affect the conditions of competition on the home market”.
Advocate General’s opinion in Har Vaessen where he stated that in
To achieve a common market “permitting fair competition”, EU relation to “potential abuse” from a third country (in this case
law buttressed LVCR legislation from the very outset with unambigu- Switzerland) “the second paragraph of Article 22 gives the memous protective provisions that were intended to ensure that it was not ber states the option to exclude goods which have been imported
abused for the purposes of tax evasion or avoidance that would restrict on mail order”
trade. Since the introduction of LVCR member states have therefore
Furthermore both the Import VAT Exemptions Directive and
been obligated by EU law to implement the exemption in a manner the Principle VAT Directive make it clear that the avoidance of
that does not result in its abuse or lead to VAT avoidance and the VAT should not result from any member states application of
resultant distortions of competition.
LVCR. Article 1 of the Import VAT Exemptions Directive states
An amendment to the Import VAT Exemptions Directive in 1988 that member states should apply LVCR under “the conditions
(directive 88/331/EEC) made LVCR obligatory up to €10 for all fixed by them” to ensure LVCR is “correctly and simply applied”
EU member states but optional from €10-€22 Euros. This same and to “prevent any evasion, avoidance or abuses”. The mail order
amendment introduced the option for EU member states to exclude goods exemption introduced in 1988 therefore provides a condigoods from LVCR that were imported by mail order which up until tion that member states can apply to LVCR to remove abusive mail
that point automatically qualified for LVCR.
order. By removing abusive mail order transactions from LVCR,
market distortions caused by the abuse of the exemption and the
Contradiction
deliberate avoidance of VAT can be prevented.
On November 9 2011 the UK authorities, as a result of pressure
There does at first sight appear to be a contradiction inherent in this
amendment. While the obligatory threshold legislates the progression from the EU Commission, announced the removal of LVCR from
towards an unrestricted free circulation of goods between member Channel Islands mail order goods. This power to exclude mail
states within the single market, the power to exclude mail order order goods was used by the UK government for the first time anyappears to allow member states the right to remove an entire class of where in the EU to exclude abusive mail order from LVCR in relagoods from the relief and thereby restrict trade. Yet if the intention of tion to a specific third country of origin. Justice Mitting concluded
the mail order exemption was to allow member states the right to in the subsequent Judicial Review that the exclusion of mail order
restrict trade then that would be contrary to the Sixth Directive’s stat- goods from LVCR removed the exemption completely. This is not
ed aim of relieving “the imposition of tax on the importation and the correct since it still applies to merchandise carried in baggage and
remission of tax on exportation in trade between Member States”.
commercial consignments not for sale. LVCR has therefore not
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been dissapplied altogether from Channel Islands imports but has
been applied in a way that satisfies the obligation of the UK to prevent evasion avoidance and abuse.

Loophole
Herein lays the genetic defect within LVCR. While member states
are obligated to prevent its abuse and any resulting tax avoidance
the methods open to them to do so are compromised by the fact
that LVCR is granted by the phrase “on final importation”.
The place of ‘final importation’ when LVCR was first introduced
would always have been the country of destination (the address to
which the consignment is sent) and since each member state applied
LVCR at the border only on consignments destined for that same
member state it was easy to police. With the removal of customs borders between EU member states in 1992 the place of final importation technically became any point in the EU, which may well differ
from the place of final destination. If this post 1992 definition of final
importation is applied to LVCR then there is nothing preventing
items arriving in one member state and claiming LVCR before being
sent onwards to the member state of final destination.
Goods once having cleared customs at any point within the EU are
in free circulation and are not subject to border customs controls.
This means that the power to exclude specific mail order imports
becomes very difficult to police as items that are in free circulation will
not pass through any customs controls and cannot easily be identified,
particularly if they are not clearly marked as imports. Even more concerning is the realisation that if any point in the EU can be the place
of final importation LVCR thresholds become ineffective as importers
can clear consignments in the member state with the highest LVCR
threshold and forward them in free circulation to the member states
of final destination – which may well have lower restrictive thresholds
or even be attempting to exclude LVCR mail order goods altogether.
The logistical operations that developed in the Channel Islands
have now transformed into second generation offshore fulfilment
providers who have set their sights on expanding LVCR abuse
across Europe. Already there are retailers in various non EU jurisdictions such as Switzerland the USA and Hong Kong, using the
relief to retail VAT free in Europe. In practical terms since member
states are allowed to interpret directives as they see fit, the definition of the term final importation remains confused. With the
removal of customs borders in 1992 it would appear that on a
purely theoretical basis the place of final importation is now the
EU and not an individual member state.

Recommendations
The EU should now consider that, rather than leaving individual
member states struggling to defend themselves with hard to police
thresholds and mail order exclusions, the abuse should be tackled by
amending the legislation to outlaw order splitting and circular shipping of EU goods entirely. At the very least the point of final importation in terms of LVCR should be clarified so that LVCR is only
allowed if consignments are sent direct from a third country into the
EU, as is the case with import duty relief. This would allow member
states to exclude abusive mail order goods more effectively as consignments would be obligated to clear customs within the member state
of final destination. It can also be argued that in an age of computers
and in a single market, where there are no longer any customs borders, the whole concept of an import VAT relief that aids free circu-

lation is redundant and that LVCR should be scrapped entirely. What
sense is there in granting non EU traders a competitive tax advantage
that undermines the fiscal neutrality of VAT?
The recent Communication from the European Commission on
the future of the VAT system highlights the unavoidable conclusion that in the case of small consignments and other internet sales
“A level playing field for non-EU and EU suppliers also has to be
ensured”. The same paper confirms the Commission and the
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European Parliament’s commitment to switching the VAT system
to one that charges the VAT rate which is applicable at the destination rather than the origin. Such a major change would not only
make LVCR entirely redundant but would surely be welcomed by
struggling EU retailers and tax starved Member States.
LVCR is a pre-single market piece of legislation that has failed to
keep up with the single market. It has become the target of sophisticated avoidance arrangements and in a time of dwindling tax revenue
it is negligent for the EU to allow it to continue to operate in its present form. It underpins an entire industry that utilises tax abuse as a
core component of its profitability and in contrast taxpaying, employment creating businesses within the EU are unable to compete against
companies who are avoiding VAT as a direct result of this industry.
VAT is such a fundamental element of the EU business environment and the integrity of the single market that the credibility of
the system is at stake when traders have to face companies avoiding
VAT with the support of EU legislation. Worse still the avoidance
of VAT is experienced directly on a daily basis by those who have
to maintain their business in the face of this abusive competition.
The misery and frustration suffered by hard working EU business
owners and their employees cannot be underestimated. Ultimately
the EU as a matter of principle must urgently grapple with the
problems caused by LVCR, a tax relief that is currently incompatible with the single market.
Richard Allen (Richard.allen@delerium.co.uk) is co-founder of RAVAS
Help and technical support from Robert Jones, indirect taxation partner at
Littlejohn LLP

Further reading on
www.ITRPremium.com
How Channel Island retailers are getting around LVCR abolition
Why LVCR abuse may be unpoliceable
UK government to crack down on LVCR avoidance schemes
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